BluSapphire Technologies has partnered with Indosakura to provide integrated advanced cyber defense
solutions to small and medium enterprises in Japan.
Proactively detects malicious behavior through machine learning and robust analytics. Triage attacks across
multiple data layers with artificial intelligence capabilities.

Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.
Date : 2021/02/23
BluSapphire Technologies Inc (Head Office: 68, Southfield Avenue, Two Stamford Landing, Suite 100 Stamford
CT 06902, USA, CEO Kiran Kumar Vangaveti) and Indo-Sakura Software Japan Ltd. (Head Office: 3-5-7 Toyo,
Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan), a leading provider of ICT services and solutions since 2005, announced today that
they have partnered to provide integrated cyber defense solutions to small and medium-sized businesses
in Japan.


BluSapphire Intelligent Cyber Defense.
The threat landscape has changed dramatically in recent years, and threat adversaries have become far
more capable. Today's cyber-attacks are organized crime, and if not detected and responded to quickly,
they can cause significant damage to an organization.
Traditional cyber threat detection capabilities, such as antivirus and firewalls, are not sufficient
to detect advanced cyber-attacks. Globally, it has been found that cyber-attacks have gone undetected
for more than 210 days.
To detect advanced cyber-attacks, organizations need to deploy threat detection capabilities that study
attacker behaviors and patterns, and at the same time automate threat response.
BluSapphire is the industry's first integrated cyber defense stack that leverages AI and ML capabilities
with an efficient security big data lake to simultaneously analyze network, machine, and user behavior
to provide multi-vector threat detection capabilities. The platform is self-organizing and is the only
proven agentless, automated threat response, remediation, and proactive, action-driven live threat
hunt. BluSapphire provides threat detection, response, and remediation capabilities beyond those of
today's XDR.



It detects, responds to, and remediates threats, and protects against cyber-attacks before
they happen.



A cloud-native, seamlessly integrated platform for any scale.



One platform for all your cyber defense needs
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Detail
Your next-gen SIEM platform for seamless log ingestion/ integration with
Cloud Services, SaaS applications, Security/ Network Infrastructure, and
Standard/ Custom Applications with 1280 Use Cases built-in and counting.
Back your next-gen SIEM module up with the highest standard of threat
intelligence, curated from multiple sources, including research agencies,
OSINT, and commercial feeds
Entity analysis and predictive threat management at all scales of
operation, powered by Big Data and Intelligence, driven by Machine Learning
to offer complete visibility of User and Entity activities over Computers,
the Network, and Cloud Activities simultaneously
The only agentless response and remediation tool in the market today
offering complete visibility on user endpoints such as laptops and
desktops, both stationary and remote, wherever your users may be working
from. The BluGenie Endpoint Detection and Response tool offers
Complete visibility of your networks on your premise and for your cloud
infrastructure, with ML-driven Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) in the
identification of malicious activities over Encrypted Traffic channels.
Identification of hidden/ unknown malicious files being downloaded by
users proactively by performing Real-time Static and Binary Analysis of
files downloaded without any introduction of latency over network/ for
users.
Proactive identification of attacks at the initial stage with consistent,
live, automated, behavior-driven, agentless threat hunting that’s 300%
more effective than current methods, without reliance on historical log
data.
Endpoint protection for air-gapped networks, ICS control system networks,
and traditional IT environments, exclusively built to support any version
of Windows Operating Systems and protect it from Ransomware/ Zero-day/
file-less malware activities.
The most sophisticated threat triage & response module anywhere in the
world today. BluSOAR combines single-click triage from 110+ threat intel
sources with real-time threat response, both automated and manual. Go one
step further with automated or manual remediation, and manage the entire
security incident lifecycle in one go
Deploy authentic, scalable decoys across your infrastructure. Log and
monitor attacks on these decoys, speed up your detection times even
further, and create dependable data on your Indicators of Compromise.



Indo-Sakura Business Model

Kiran Kumar Vangaveti, CEO BluSapphire Technologies Inc says :
We are excited to partner with Indo-Sakura and bring our incredibly successful unified defense platform that goes
beyond XDR, to SME market in Japan. Nowadays threat actors are relentless in their pursuit of victims and do not
discriminate by size. This has negatively impacted SMEs who are unable to shore up their defenses to enterprise
level largely due to size and complexity involved. BluSapphire’s technology in partnership with Indo-Sakura’s team
empowers SMEs to scale up their cyber defense posture and improve cyber resilience while reducing complexity.

About G14 Solutions LLC

G14 Solutions LLC D.B.A. BluSapphire Technologies, is an exciting cybersecurity product company based out
of USA providing SaaS services to its clients spread across US, EU and Asia. Our Technology has won multiple
industry recognitions and has proven success stories across the globe.
https://www.blusapphire.net/

About Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.

Indo-Sakura is an IT firm based out of Tokyo, Providing ICT Services and Solutions to its clients across Japan. Since
its inception in 2005, Indo-Sakura has won various accolades and recognitions for its adherence to quality standards
and Japanese business practices. In recent years, Indo-Sakura has created many success stories by providing DX
solutions through AI/IoT and other emerging technologies.

www.indosakura.com

Contact for press related information
Indo-Sakura Software Japan K.K.
International Marketing department
Email : info.japan@indosakura.com

